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SL980B Introduction 
This release contains adjustments and enhancements to the Sales applications. The 
following describes some of the changes and includes a list of the defects corrected 
on this release: 

New Calculation Methods 
IDNCENT 

New purchase calculation method for truncated insurance for Treasure Valley/North 
Central Life Insurance Company of Idaho.  

SCNET6 
New purchase calculation method for Commonwealth Insurance in South Carolina.  
The state of South Carolina now allows the sale of Net Pay Credit Life (as opposed to 
Gross Pay Credit Life) for deals with terms greater than 60 months. Adds 6 months 
of payments to the insurance calculation. 

ALNETRSC 
New purchase calculation method for Resource Life in Alabama which allows net 
pay with Total and Permanent Disability (TPD) insurance.  This calculation method 
uses the A&H rate for the TPD rate and displays the TPD premium in the A&H field. 

MTNET64 
New purchase calculation method for American National Insurance Company in the 
state of Montana. Facilitates calculation of Net Pay insurance for terms over 63 
months and Gross Pay insurance for terms of 63 months or less.  

SCNET60 
New purchase calculation method for JMIC in South Carolina. Allows calculation of 
Gross Pay insurance for terms of 60 months or less, and Net Pay insurance for terms 
longer than 60 months. 

SCNETLF 
New purchase calculation method for Life of the South in South Carolina. Calculates 
Gross Pay insurance for terms of 60 months or less, and Net Pay insurance for terms 
longer than 60 months. 

FIRSTCDN 
New purchase calculation method. Gross Pay insurance for First Canadian Insurance 
Company. 
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MNNETAIG 
New purchase calculation method for AIG in the State of Minnesota. 

New Forms Printing Procedures 
The F&I PF Print Forms function is a single function that gives you the ability to 
print both impact forms (forms created with the BF Forms Builder function) and laser 
forms (forms created using the BLF Forms Builder function) from the F&I 
Recall/Modification screen. 

Prior to the FI980B release, impact forms were printed from the Recall/Modification 
screen using the F Print Forms function. Laser Forms were also printed from the 
Recall/Modification screen using the LF Laser Forms function. 

Other new tools designed to help you organize the selection and printing of forms 
include new form setups, Form Groups, and Form Chains. 

Detailed information on the new form printing procedures and tools can be found in 
the FI980B Forms Printing User Guide. 

New “Do Not Call” Fields on the Customer and 
DCD Screens  

With the FI980B and SG980B releases, the F&I Customer and Sales Management 
DCD (Customer Deal Displays) screens have been modified to display fields that 
indicate when customers have opted not to receive telemarketing calls.  

There are two scenarios under which customers may indicate they do not wish to 
receive telemarketing calls: 

• Customer has informed the dealership they do not wish to be called. 

Record the customer’s preference by going to the Add/Update Names screen and 
selecting Followup from the menu bar to open the Add/ Update Names – 
Followup screen. Make sure the Block Phone Adds field is set to “Y”. Refer 
to the Name Maintenance Guide for detailed information on the Add/Update 
Names screen 

Under this scenario, the new fields will contain the text “Opt Out”. See Figure 1. 

• Customer has placed their name on the National Do Not Call Registry. 

ADP offers optional software that allows your DMS to receive updates from the 
national registry. 

Under this scenario, the new fields will contain the text “On NSO”. See Figure 2 

If both scenarios are in effect at the same time, the new fields will contain the text 
“Opt Out”. See Figure 1. 

If neither scenario is in effect, the new fields will be empty. 
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F&I Customer Screen 
If “Opt Out” appears on the F&I Customer screen, you will see it to the immediate 
right of all phone numbers displayed in the HP# (home phone number) and WP# 
(work phone number) fields for both the customer and the co-buyer.  

If “On NSO” appears on the screen, you will see it to the immediate right of only the 
phone numbers which have been specified when the customer places their name on 
the National Do Not Call Registry. 

The new field will not display next to fields that do not contain a phone number. 

Sales Management DCD Screen 
If “Opt Out” appears on the Sales Management DCD screen, you will see it to the 
immediate right of any phone numbers displayed in the Main Phone and Business 
Phone fields.  

If “On NSO” appears on the screen, you will see it to the immediate right of only the 
phone numbers which have been specified when the customer places their name on 
the National Do Not Call Registry. 

The new field will not display next to fields that do not contain a phone number. 

SSN and SIN No Longer Visible from within F&I 
and Sales Management Applications  

With the FI980B and SG980B releases, F&I and Sales Management Customer 
screens for U.S. dealerships have been modified so that customer and co-buyer Social 
Security Numbers (SSN) will no longer be displayed. The same changes apply to the 
display of Social Insurance Numbers (SIN) for Canadian dealerships. ADP has 
provided these modifications to bring dealerships into compliance with new 
regulations that require businesses to limit access to customer personal information.  

Dealerships will notice the changes on the F&I Customer screen, Work A Quote 
(WAQ) Customer and Co-buyer windows, and Customer Deal Display - Contact 
Information (DCD) screen. 

F&I Customer Screen 
The F&I Customer screen has been modified so that the SS# (U.S. clients) and SI#  
(Canadian clients) fields no longer display for either the customer or the co-buyer. 
Prior to the FI980B release, the SS# and SI# fields were found on this screen 
between the DOB (Date of Birth) and Spse (spouse) fields. 

WAQ Customer and Co-buyer Windows 
The WAQ (Work A Quote) Customer and Co-buyer windows have been modified so 
that neither the Soc Sec nor the Soc Ins fields are available to these windows. 
Prior to the SG980B release, the Soc Sec and the Soc Ins fields could be added to 
the Customer and Co-buyer windows through setups. 
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DCD Screen 
The DCD (Customer Deal Display - Contact Information) screen has been modified 
so that the Social Security Number and Social Insurance Number fields 
no longer display. Prior to the SG980B release, the Social Security Number and 
Social Insurance Number fields were found on this screen between the 
Occupation and Customer Birthday fields. 

Gross Profit Calculations on Lease to Purchase 
or Purchase to Lease Deal Conversions  

FI980B includes changes (for deals involving new or used vehicles) ensuring that 
Gross Profit is recalculated when clients convert booked or finalized Lease deals to 
Purchase deals, or they convert booked or finalized Purchase deals to Lease deals.  

Prior to FI980B , deals on which Gross Profit had already been calculated may not 
have had Gross Profit recalculated during the conversion process. 

Lease to Purchase Conversion 
A Lease deal may be converted to a Purchase deal from several different Lease 
screens (the Lease Information Screen or Lease Deal Screen, for example). The 
following procedure shows a user how to initiate the conversion from the F&I 
Recall/Modification Screen. 

You may perform the following steps to convert a Lease deal to a Purchase deal. 

1. From the F&I Recall Deal Screen, type the number of the Lease deal to be 
converted and press ENTER to open the Recall/Modification Screen. 

2. Position the cursor at the Recall/Modification Screen's Command: prompt and 
press either P (Purchase Information Screen) or DP (Deal Screen Purchase). 

3. A prompt appears at the bottom of the Recall/Modification Screen asking if you 
are sure you want to convert the Lease deal to a Purchase deal. The default 
response at this prompt is N. Press Y (there is no need to press ENTER). 

4. If the dealership has already set up the financial institution with default values for 
the Buy Rate Type and the Buy Rate (see Figure 1), either the Purchase 
Information Screen or the Purchase Deal Screen will display. Go to step 6. 

 
Figure 1. The bottom section of a financial institution's setup screen. Note 
the fields that allow entry of default Buy Rate Types and Buy Rates for the 
finance institution.  
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– OR – 

If the dealership has not set up the financial institution with default values for the 
Buy Rate Type and the Buy Rate, another prompt appears asking you to enter the 
Buy Rate Type, either APR (Annual Percentage Rate) or AO (Add-on Rate). 
Enter the Buy Rate Type and press ENTER. 

 
Figure 2. The Buy Rate Type prompt 

5. A prompt appears asking you to enter the Buy Rate. Type the percentage you 
wish to use for the Buy Rate (a number ranging from 0 to 100) and press 
ENTER.. Depending on the choice you made in Step 2, either the Purchase 
Information Screen or the Purchase Deal Screen will display. 

 
Figure 3. The Buy Rate prompt 

6. The original Lease deal has been converted to a Purchase deal and the Gross 
Profit has been recalculated 

Purchase to Lease Conversion 
A Purchase deal may be converted to a Lease deal from several different Purchase 
screens (the Purchase Information Screen or Purchase Deal Screen, for example). The 
following procedure shows a user how to initiate the conversion from the F&I 
Recall/Modification Screen. 

You may perform the following steps to convert a Purchase deal to a Lease deal. 

7. From the F&I Recall Deal Screen, type the number of the Purchase deal to be 
converted and press ENTER to open the Recall/Modification Screen. 

8. Position the cursor at the Recall/Modification Screen's Command: prompt and 
press either L (Lease Information Screen) or DL (Deal Screen Lease). 

9. A prompt appears at the bottom of the Recall/Modification Screen asking if you 
are sure you want to convert the Purchase Deal to a Lease Deal. The default 
response at this prompt is N. Press Y (there is no need to press ENTER). 

10. If the dealership has already set up the financial institution with default values for 
the Buy Rate Type and the Buy Rate (see Figure 1), either the Purchase 
Information Screen or the Purchase Deal Screen will display. Go to step 6. 

– OR – 
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If the dealership has not set up the financial institution with default values for the 
Buy Rate Type and the Buy Rate, another prompt appears asking you to enter the 
Buy Rate Type, either APR (Annual Percentage Rate) or LMF (Lease Money 
Factor). APR is the default value at this prompt. Enter the Buy Rate Type and 
press ENTER. 

 
Figure 4. The Buy Rate Type prompt 

11. A prompt appears asking you to enter the Buy Rate. Type the percentage you 
wish to use for the Buy Rate (a number ranging from 0 to 100) and press 
ENTER.. Depending on the choice you made in Step 2, either the Lease 
Information Screen or the Lease Deal Screen will display. 

 
Figure 5. The Buy Rate prompt 

12. The original Purchase deal has been converted to a Lease deal and the Gross 
Profit has been recalculated. 

New Date-Sold Setup  
A new field has been added to the Deal Event Codes setup screen. The 
Date when Marking a Vehicle as Sold field allows clients to determine 
which date is used when marking a vehicle as sold.  

This new field ensures that the dates stored in CAR-INV <11> and VEHICLES <25> 
are consistent. 

If you enter C at this field, the contract date of the deal will be used as the vehicle's 
sold date. 

If you enter S at this field, the internal system date when the deal is booked or 
finalized will be used as the vehicle's sold date. 

The default setting for the field is C. 

New GMACSEMI Feature 
The GMACSEMI purchase calculation method has been modified to work with a 
new flag in setups. The Exclude Tax1 amount from interest 
calculations flag is now available on the Specific Calculations Flags setup 
screen. Set this flag to Y if you want to prevent interest charges on the Tax1 amount 
when payments are calculated. 

The default setting for Exclude Tax1 amount from interest calculations 
flag is N. 
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Security Deposits on Ford and GMAC Leases  
Lease deals using the Ford and GMAC calculation methods are now able to round the 
security deposit up to the nearest  $50. On prior F&I releases, Ford and GMAC leases 
could only choose between rounding options allowing them to use a flat amount or 
the next highest $25.  

Users may choose this rounding option by completing the following steps: 

1. Go the F&I Functions Main Menu and select SU Setups > Purchase/Lease 
Setups > Lease Setups > Financial Institution (Ford or GMAC) > Financial 
Institution calc method setups > Fee/Option Defaults. 

2. Position the cursor at the Security Deposit option prompt and press 2. 

3. The Security Deposit option has now been set to round up to the next highest 
$50. 

4. Press F3 to save your changes and exit. 

New "Mileage" Field on the DVC (Display Vehicle 
Cost) Screen  

To allow users to to see a vehicle's mileage from the DVC (Display Vehicle Cost) 
screen, the Mileage field has been added for FI980B. 

New "Mileage" Field Available on the VMS AU 
(Add Units) Vehicle Screen  

The Mileage field has been added to the list of fields available for display on the the 
VMS AU (Add Units) Vehicle screen for VM980B. The new field will appear on the 
Vehicle screen by default. You may remove the Mileage field from the Vehicle 
screen by performing the following steps: 

1. Go to the VMS Functions Main Menu and select SU Setups > AP Add Unit 
Prompts to display the Set Up Add Units screen. 

2. Select Modify on the main menu bar and press ENTER.  

3. A window displays containing a list of Add Units screens available from your 
account. Use the up or down arrow keys to highlight the screen you wish to 
modify. Press ENTER to display the Add Units Vehicle Setup screen.  

4. With the cursor positioned at the Function prompt, type 40 and press ENTER 
to move the cursor to the 40) Mileage field. 

5. Type N and press ENTER. The cursor returns to the Function prompt.  

6. Type F and press ENTER to save your changes and return to the Set Up Add 
Units screen. 

7. Press F3 to save your changes and exit. 

You may add the Mileage field back to the AU Vehicles screen by repeating these 
steps and typing Y instead of N in Step 5. 
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Restrictions on Adjustments to Finalized Deals  
The setups used to restrict adjustments to finalized (F status) deals have been 
enhanced in FI980B. A new prompt has been added to the Password setups screen 
and one of the existing prompts has been moved. 

As a result, users will see clear messages informing them whether or not they will be 
able to make changes to a finalized (F status) deal’s customer, vehicle, or financial 
information. 

If management chooses to restrict a user’s ability to adjust certain deal information, 
deal screens diaplaying that information will open in “Review” mode. This means 
that the user is able to view the information on the screen, but will not be allowed to 
change it.  

For example, suppose management has decided that User A should be able to view 
and modify a finalized deal’s vehicle and customer information, but should only be 
allowed to view the deal’s financial information. When User A opens the Sale 
Vehicle screen, he will be able to access and modify any of the screen’s fields. When 
he opens the Purchase Information Screen, he will be able to view the information, 
but will be restricted from moving the cursor to any of the screen’s fields.  

Also, if a user has been restricted from adjusting finalized deal information and 
attempts to convert a deal (Lease to Purchase or Purchase to Lease), a message will 
display indicating that the conversion cannot take place from a screen in Review 
mode. 

Different Types of Restrictions to Finalized Deal 
Information 

The following sections describe different types of restrictions you may want to 
impose on users. 

Restrict All Adjustments  
Perform the following steps to restrict a user’s ability to adjust any information on 
finalized deals: 

1. Go to the F&I Functions Main Menu and select SU Setups > General Setups > 
Passwords. The Password screen displays. 

2. Position the cursor at the Allow adjustments to “F” status deals 
prompt and pressing N. 

After pressing N at this prompt, you are prevented from accessing either the 
Allow adjustments to Financial information prompt or the 
Password to adjust “F” status deals prompt. 

3. Press F3 to save your changes and exit. 

After you complete the steps in this section, the following message appears (just 
before the Recall/Modification screen opens) when a user recalls a finalized deal: 

This deal has already gone to Accounting. You will not be 
able to make any changes to this deal. You may review the 
deal only. 
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Also, after you complete the steps in this section, users will see a new message when 
they attempt to open the Vehicles screen. The following message will appear before 
the Vehicles screen opens: 

Due to security settings, the Sale and Trade Vehicle screens 
will only display information that was current when the deal 
was finalized. Any subsequent changes to the Vehicle 
information will not be visible. 

Restrict Adjustments Only to Financial Information 
Perform the following steps to give a user the ability to adjust a finalized deal’s non-
financial (customer and vehicle) information, but to restrict the user’s ability to adjust 
financial information: 

4. Go to the F&I Functions Main Menu and select SU Setups > General Setups > 
Passwords. The Password screen displays. 

5. Position the cursor at the Allow adjustments to “F” status deals 
prompt and pressing Y. 

6. Press ENTER to position the cursor at the Allow adjustments to 
Financial information prompt. Press N. 

7. The cursor goes to the Password to adjust “F” status deals prompt. 

Since you answered N to the prompt in Step 3, the user will not be adjusting 
financial information and no password is required at this prompt. If this prompt 
already contains a password, you can either leave it or delete it. The contents of 
this prompt will be ignored until the response to the prompt in Step 3 is changed 
to Y. 

8. Press F3 to save your changes and exit. 

After you complete the steps in this section, the following message appears (just 
before the Recall/Modification screen opens) when a user recalls a finalized deal: 

This deal has already gone to Accounting. You will not be 
able tomake changes to the Financial information, but any 
changes to the Customer or Vehicle will be stored. 

Allow All Adjustments  
Perform the following steps to give a user the ability to adjust all of a finalized deal’s 
information: 

1. Go to the F&I Functions Main Menu and select SU Setups > General Setups > 
Passwords. The Password screen displays. 

2. Position the cursor at the Allow adjustments to “F” status deals 
prompt and pressing Y. 

3. Press ENTER to position the cursor at the Allow adjustments to 
Financial information prompt. Press Y. 

4. The cursor goes to the Password to adjust “F” status deals prompt. 

If the user will be required to enter a password to adjust a deal’s financial 
information, type the password. 
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If  the user will not be required to enter a password to adjust a deal’s financial 
information, press ENTER. 

5. The cursor goes to the Password to this screen prompt. Press F3 to save 
your changes and exit. 

After you complete the steps in this section, the following screen appears (just before 
the Recall/Modification screen opens) when a user recalls a finalized deal: 

This deal has already been finalized and processed by END OF 
DAY. If you change this deal, you must notify your 
accounting department. 

Restrictions on Converting Deals (Purchase to Lease 
and Lease to Purchase) 

If a user’s account has the Allow adjustments to “F” status deals prompt 
set to N on the Password setups screen, the user will be able to open the following 
screens only in Review mode for finalized deals: 

• Recall/Modification Screen 

• Lease Information Screen 

• Lease Deal Screen 

• Vehicle Information Screen 

• Customer Information Screen 

• Misc/Sales/Lender Screen 

• Gross Profit Screen 

This means that the user will not be able to convert Purchase deals to Lease deals, or 
convert Lease deals to Purchase deals. If the user attempts to make a deal conversion 
the message appaers at the bottom of the screen: 

Cannot convert deal while in Review mode, press Enter 

Default Delete Vehicle Code  
The method used to determine the value for the Vehicle screen's default delete code 
(attribute 12) was changed with the release of VM980B. PRIVLIB SE-FLAG 
attribute 64 is checked. If the attribute contains an entry other than NONE (no 
default), that value is used for the default delete code. If  the contents of PRIVLIB 
SE-FLAG attribute 64 are NONE, then 18 is used as the delete code and the vehicle 
will be kept on the system for 18 months. 

Setting the Default WAQ Screen 
A new setup that allows users to specify whether new quotes are started using the 
purchase screen or the lease screen has been included with the FI980B and SG980B 
releases. 

Perform the following steps to access the new setup: 
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6. Go to the F&I Functions Main Menu and select SU Setups > Sales Management 
Setups > Screen Sequence to display the Screen Sequence setup sceen. 

7. The Screen Sequence screen opens with the cursor at the Base screen for 
Quote Worksheet prompt (the screen’s only prompt). Do one of the following: 

• Press P if you would like new quotes to be started using the purchase screen. 

Any default we owes you have set up for purchase deals are included when 
you open a quote. 

• Press L if you would like new quotes to be started using the lease screen. 

Any default we owes you have set up for lease deals are included when you 
open a quote. 

8. Press F3 to save the setting and exit. 

FI Aux Fields screen  
The ability to accidentally delete Aux fields is removed by the addition of two new 
prompts on the Auxiliary WIP Fields screen. F1 help is provided. Caution messages 
and option windows display when the user chooses to delete or restore the Aux fields. 

Import Custom Screens (ICS)  
A new function Import Custom Screens (ICS) is available on the F&I Tools (FT) 
menu. 

When a system has more than one F&I account, the client can make changes to 
custom screens on one account then use ICS to import the custom screens to another 
F&I account.  

Notes: 

1. Before running ICS, set up the Financial Institutions on the target F&I account. 

2. Lease screens can only be imported for the same lease calculation method. Be sure 
the calculation method for the screen is setup on the target F&I account before using 
ICS.  

Install Showroom Control (ISC)  
Install Showroom Control (ISC) has a new 'C' Clear option. Use this option to clear 
data from the files, leaving the setups intact.  
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New Files 
FI.MENULIB 

Type Description 

ITEM-ID: Menu title 
APPLICATION: Finance & Insurance 
FILE LOCATION: LIBRARY: 
CREATED BY: LOAD 

FI.MENULIB contains menu items implemented using ST.MENU.BAR. These items 
can be modified by the Editor. Each item contains information displayed in the 
attribute table below. 

Attr. Description 

1 List of options (multi-valued). 
2 List of hot keys (multi-valued). 
3 List of one-line help (multi-valued). 
4 List of F1 help (multi-valued). 
5 Name of the help file in which the item-ID’s in attribute 4 reside. 

 

FI.SCRLIB 
Type Description 

ITEM-ID: Screen name 
APPLICATION: Finance & Insurance 
FILE LOCATION: LIBRARY: 
CREATED BY: LOAD 

FI.SCRLIB contains all screens and fields developed or modified using the 
SCREEN-BUILDER utility and  implemented using ST.SCREEN.DRIVER. These 
items cannot be modified by the Editor; changes must be made through SCREEN-
BUILDER. Each item contains information such as prompt location, hint help IDs, 
and post input logic program name. 

Attr. Description 

0 Screen name. 
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FORM.PRINT.HISTORY 

Type Description 

APPLICATION: Finance & Insurance 
FILE LOCATION: F&I account 
CREATED BY: CREATE-ACCOUNT-FI 

FORM.PRINT.HISTORY is a new file that will be present on all F&I accounts.  The 
file will be created by a DMP on the load of AE8.0, and by the create-account 
thereafter for each new F&I account.  The file will be present only to contain form 
tracking data, so no DICT items will be source controlled for this file.  However, the 
file will be created as a two level file, to allow for the possibility of adding DICT 
items in the future. 

FORM.PRINT.HISTORY items should not be updated manually.  The history items 
are used as an index for cleaning up FORM.PROMPTS when a deal ages off the 
system; manual modification to FORM.PRINT.HISTORY could make it impossible 
for the system to find and remove related FORM.PROMPTS items when the time 
comes to do so. 

FORM.PRINT.HISTORY contains the following items: 

Deal# 

Type Description 

APPLICATION: Finance & Insurance 
FILE LOCATION: F&I account 
CREATED BY: F&I Function PF (Print Forms) 

Item IDs are created for each deal for which forms are printed.   

These items are deleted by the EOD function when the corresponding deal is deleted. 

Attr. Description 

1 Multivalued list of IDs for each form printed, sorted alphabetically.  
Forms are not repeated; if a form is printed more than once, additional 
subvalues are added in the Date, Time, and Status attributes.   

2 Description of each form, multivalued correlative to attribute 1. 
3 Type of each form, multivalued correlative to attribute 1.  Valid types are 

Impact, FI, WAQ, AMP, or eForm. 
4 Internal date each form was printed, multivalued correlative to attribute 

1, subvalued if the form was printed multiple times. 
5 Internal time each form was printed, correlative to attribute 4. 
6 Deal status at the time the form was printed.  Correlative to attribute 4. 
7 User ID in use at the time the form was printed, obtained by a call to 

UT.GET.USER.ID.  Correlative to attribute 4. 
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Attr. Description 

8 User name associated with the ID in attribute 7.  Correlative to attribute 
4. 

 

FORM.SETUPS 
FORM.SETUPS is a new file that will be present on all F&I accounts.  The file will 
be created by a DMP on the load of AE8.0, and by the create-account thereafter for 
each new F&I account.  The file will be present only to contain user setups, so no 
DICT items will be source controlled for this file.  However, the file will be created 
as a two level file, to allow for the possibility of adding DICT items in the future. 

FORM.SETUPS contains the following items: 

CHAIN.type.formname 

Type Description 

APPLICATION: Finance & Insurance 

FILE LOCATION: F&I account 
CREATED BY: Form Chain setups 

These items store information about forms which will be chained to another form.  
The item ID is "CHAIN", followed by a dot and the type of form, followed by 
another dot and the ID of the form.  The type is to prevent duplication of item IDs; 
different types of forms may have the same ID.  Type will be a single character, as 
follows: 

• I for Impact forms 

• A for Showroom Laser AMP forms 

• F for Showroom Laser F&I forms 

• W for Showroom Laser WAQ forms 

• E for eForms. 

Attr. Description 

1 ID of each form.  Multivalued. 
2 Description of each form, multivalued correlative to attribute 1. 
3 Type of each form, multivalued correlative to attribute 1.  Valid types are 

Impact, FI, WAQ, AMP, or eForm. 
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CHAIN.type.formname.PARENT 

Type Description 

APPLICATION: Finance & Insurance 
FILE LOCATION: F&I account 
CREATED BY: Form Chain Setups 

For each form that is contained in a form chain, this item contains a index of the form 
chains to which it belongs.  The item ID is "CHAIN", followed by a dot and the type 
of form, followed by another dot and the ID of the form, followed by a dot and 
"PARENT".  The type is to prevent duplication of item IDs; different types of forms 
may have the same ID.  Type will be a single character, as follows: 

• I for Impact forms 

• A for Showroom Laser AMP forms 

• F for Showroom Laser F&I forms 

• W for Showroom Laser WAQ forms 

• E for eForms. 

Attr. Description 

1 ID of each form.  Multivalued. 
2 Type of each form, multivalued correlative to attribute 1.  Valid types are 

Impact, FI, WAQ, AMP, or eForm. 

This group of item can be used during setup to prevent loops; forms chaining to 
forms which chain back to the original forms.   

GROUP.type.name.dealtype 

Type Description 

APPLICATION: Finance & Insurance 
FILE LOCATION: F&I account 
CREATED BY: Form Groups Setups 

These items store information about form groups which have been set up.  Each 
group may consist of any number of Impact, Laser, or eForm IDs. 

Attr. Description 

1 ID of each form.  Multivalued. 
2 Description of each form, multivalued correlative to attribute 1. 
3 Type of each form, multivalued correlative to attribute 1.  Valid types are 

Impact, FI, WAQ, AMP, or eForm. 
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New FORM.INDEX Items 
This file and the following items are new in FI980. 

CHAIN.INDEX 

Type Description 

APPLICATION: Finance & Insurance 

FILE LOCATION: F&I account 
CREATED BY: Form Chain Setups 

This item stores a list of “Form Chains”. Each chain has a parent or primary form 
associated description and type, and a description of the chain. 

Attr. Description 

1 ID of each parent/primary form. Multivalued. 
2 Description of each form, multivalued correlative to attribute 1. 
3 Type of each form, multivalued correlative to attribute1. Valid types are 

Impact, FI, WAQ, AMP, or eForm. 
4 Description for each chain. 

 

GROUP.INDEX 

Type Description 

APPLICATION: Finance & Insurance 

FILE LOCATION: F&I account 
CREATED BY: Form Group setups 

This item stores a list of form groups which have been set up. This item is used by 
the setup routine to quickly populate the window which displays all existing groups. 

The index does not contain actual group IDs as they are used in the FORM.SETUPS 
file. Instead, the group parameters are stored, from which group names can be easily 
constructed. Group IDs in the FORM.SETUPS file are constructed as follows: 

Group type, followed by “.”, followed by group name, followed by “.”, followed by 
the first character of the deal type (P or L). For example, a group with “Inst”as the 
group type, “WESTONE” as the group name, and “Purchase” as the deal type would 
have an item ID in FORM.SETUPS of “Inst.WESTONE.P” 

Attr. Description 

1 Type of each group. Can be Inst or Other. 
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Attr. Description 

2 Finance institution or “other” name of each group. Multivalued 
correlative to attribute1. 

3 Deal type associated with each group. Multivalued correlative to 
attribute 1. May contain Purchase or Lease. 

4 Full ID of the group, as it is stored on disk. Used to validate whether 
groups exist. 

 

New PRIVLIB Items 
This section describes new PRIVLIB items in the Finance and Insurance application. 

FORM-DESCRIPTIONS 

Type Description 

APPLICATION: Finance & Insurance 
FILE LOCATION: F&I account 
CREATED BY: Function BF (Build Forms) 

To facilitate faster processing when a large number of forms is present, an index of 
impact form descriptions has been added.  This will be used by 
FI.LSUB.BUILD.FORM.LIST to retrieve impact descriptions, which will be much 
faster than re-reading every form from FI-FORMS. 

Attr. Description 

1-n Description of each form; attributes are correlative to PRIVLIB FORM-
LIST. 
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 New Attributes (for Existing Files and Items) 
 

 

PRIVLIB DNA  

Attr. Description 

7 Name of dealer City 
8 Two-letter state code 

 

PRIVLIB FI-EVENT-PROMPTS 

Attr. Description 

2 MV2 = Institution-specific Purchase flag to exclude the Tax1 amount 
from interest calculations. Used only if the calculation method is 
GMACSEMI. 

7 Flag to determine which date to use when updating CAR-INV sold date. 
C = Use Contract date to update CAR-INV sold date. 
S = Use System (Event) date to update CAR-INV sold date. 

FI-WIP 

Attr. Description 

425.1 ID of store selected on the miscellaneous screen. 
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Defect Corrections 
 

QMS 

Defect # 

Function Problem Solution 

8062 FI If Lease Sales Tax Base is 
setup to be reduced by the 
Trade Allowance in the 
Lease Sales Tax Setups, 
prompt 4, there is a 
possibility of calculating a 
Lease with Negative Lease 
Sales Tax. 

Everywhere LSE.TAX.SLS.AMT is 
calculated, check for negative amount 
and set to zero. 

8370 FI Need to be able to set the 
Security Deposit to round up 
to the nearest $50 instead of 
$25 for FORD and GMAC 
leases. 

Security Deposit option 2 (rounds up to 
the nearest $50) is now available to 
FORD and GMAC leases. 

8688 FI The Lease Tax method of 
“CTM” (Connecticut Monthly) 
is calculating a negative tax 
amount under certain 
conditions. 

Change adjust_bmr.c to force results of 
CTM tax calculation to be not less than 
zero. 

8754 FI Need new Purchase 
calculation method for the 
State of Montana for 
American International 
Insurance Company, Need 
to calculate Net Pay 
insurance for terms over 63 
months, and Gross Pay for 
63 months and less. 

Combine two Purchase calc methods, 
FEDERAL and CALNET, into one new 
Purchase method for Lithia clients in 
Montana. 

9111 FI With GENERIC1 using C 
calcs, if you make a mistake 
and enter a huge LMF 
(e.g.50), then go back and 
enter a legitimate LMF, it 
won't recalculate. 

Prevent dealers from entering LMF 
incorrectly on Generic lease deals which 
causes a calc engine abort. The fix is a 
new SP.DOMAIN item for that field which 
only allows the correct input, both in the 
Setup screen (default) and the Deal 
Screen (Custom prompt). 

37631 FI New calculation method 
required for Treasure 
Valley/North Central Life of 
Idaho. Must have the ability 
to calculate Truncated 
Insurance. 

Created a new calculation method called 
IDNCENT (Idaho North Central). This calc 
method is a clone of GRVGROSS, 
however it differs in the way it applies the 
odd days adjustment to the calculation of 
Credit Life and A&H Insurance. 
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QMS 

Defect # 

Function Problem Solution 

44381 VM Default Service delete code 
for VEHICLES is kept in 
PRIVLIB SE-FLAG, currently 
we have hard coded to keep 
units 18 months. Dealers 
would like to have the 
default code picked up from 
Service. 

The default vehicle delete code from 
attribute 64 of SE-FLAG is now used if it 
exists, otherwise the default will remain 
18. 
The write to the VEHICLES file has been 
removed and the performing of 
CS.LSUB.VEH.INIT has replaced it. 

45902 FI JMIC in South Carolina 
needs a new formula/calc 
method with Gross Pay 
Insurance up to 60 months 
and Net Pay insurance after 
60 months. None of our 
other calc methods can 
match the Net Pay 
calculation. 

Created the new SCNET60 purchase 
calculation method for JMIC in South 
Carolina. Calculates like FEDERAL 
(Gross Pay insurance) for months and 
under. 61 months and above use JMIC 
Net Pay formula with 6 extra months of 
interest. 

46871 FI Need new, specialized 
version of GMACSEMI that 
handles payments, taxes, 
finance charges like 
PAACO. 

Modify existing method GMACSEMI to 
work with a new flag "Exclude Tax1 
amount from interest calculations" - or not 
(original functionality). Must work correctly 
with and without credit insurance 
complicating the situation. 

47721 FI Dealer is on FI950B. When 
using the calc method 
OPTION and selling CL/AH, 
the doc stamps are incorrect 
if the amount financed is 
certain ranges.  

Inserted new function to adjust calculated 
doc stamp amounts when the come out 
wrong. 

49339 FI The state of South Carolina 
now allows Net CL to be 
sold on deals with terms 
over 60 months. 

Create the new SCNET6 purchase 
calculation method. The under 60 months 
matches to the penny the numbers using 
FEDERAL, which is a Gross pay method. 
Since Gross pay is very straight forward. 
it was decided to go ahead with this fix 
instead of waiting for someone who might 
take several months to respond. 

49849 FI Client would like to see the 
vehicle's mileage on the 
DVC screen. 

At this time information is captured from 
the CAR-INV file, the mileage is captured 
from the VEHICLES file. A new label has 
been added to the screen for mileage and 
is populated if mileage is retrieved from 
the VEHICLES record. 

50780 FI Need a calc method for Life 
of the South and American 
Republic insurance 
companies.  

Created the new calc method SCNETLF, 
which calculates Gross Pay insurance at 
60 months and under, and Net Pay 
insurance for terms over 60 months. 
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QMS 

Defect # 

Function Problem Solution 

71579 FI Client complaint that it is too 
easy to accidentally change 
a deal from Purchase to 
Lease and vice-versa. When 
the deal is recalled, the 
system easily allows moving 
into the P or L screens 
regardless of how the deal 
was stored. 

Added a verify prompt when the user 
starts to convert a deal. 

75543 FI Pro Rata days do not 
calculate texes for GMAC of 
FORD.RCL, although 
GENERIC1 and GENERIC2 
work fine. 

Resolved this with a new Help message 
for Pro Rata Tax amount on Deal screen 
in Prorata Data window. Also modified the 
Help message for Prorata Setups, Pro 
Rata Tax Name. 

82472 FI Need setup flag for 
determining what date 
(contract or booked) to use 
to update CAR-INV sold 
date. 

Added a new prompt to the Deal Event 
Codes screen and an attribute to the 
PRIVLIB item. Changed the code to read 
the PRIVLIB item before setting date sold. 
added parameter to subroutine call. 
 

84184 FI Chrysler lease maturity 
dates are wrong if the calced 
maturity month is February 
and the calced maturity day 
is 29, 30, or 31. 

Modified the logic so that if the day from 
Contract Date is greater than 28, and if 
the day of the Contract Date is greater 
than the number of days in the last 
payment month, then the last payment 
date will roll to the 1st of the next month.  

85272 FI On GENERIC1 leases, Flex 
Tax (M type) is being 
calculated, but not added 
into the total monthly 
payment when Lease Sales 
Tax type is OHF and the flag 
to Include Tax in Insurance 
Premiums is set to Yes. If 
you turn either the prompt to 
Include Tax in Insurance 
Premiums to No or change 
the Lease Sales Tax type to 
something other than OHF, it 
works fine. 

With tax type OHF, NDF, and MEF the 
sales tax (Tax 1) amount was added to 
the Adjusted Cap Cost and then the 
monthly payment is calculated, and the 
total monthly payment (FI-LEASE <66>) 
is set equal to the base monthly rental (FI-
LEASE <78>). However, the monthly flex 
taxes are not added into the total monthly 
payments except under very specific 
conditions. Added a condition that if the 
flex tax was "M" and the sales tax type 
was "OHF", "NDF", or "MEF" it also added 
the flex tax amount to the total monthly 
payments. This fix only applies to 
GENERIC leases. FORD and GMAC 
leases handle this in a different manor, 
and they appear to be OK. 
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QMS 

Defect # 

Function Problem Solution 

86231 FI First Canadian Ins needs 
calc method for insurance on 
both the monthly payment 
and the balloon amount. 

The COB.VAR calculation method was 
cloned into a new method called 
FIRSTCDN fro First Canadian Insurance 
Company. FIRSTCDN was altered from 
COB.VAR so that the Credit Life and A&H 
terms would default to the COBVAR term, 
rather than the amortized term of the loan. 
In addition to creating a new calc method, 
exception logic had to be added to 
GET.INS.RATES so that when using 
FIRSTCDN,  the correct insurance rates 
would be used along with the correct 
terms. Also, FI.CALC.ADJ.PMT had to 
have FIRSTCDN added to the same 
special logic that is currently applied to 
the COB.VAR method. 

86871 FI SLS-WIP and SLS-NAME-
WIP are not being updated 
properly when the Customer 
information is entered for 
psuedo customers. This can 
also occur when adding 
pseudo customers via the 
NAME-FILE search routines. 

Major program changes to resolve 
multiple issues. 

90131 FI Universal Underwriters for 
Minnesota needs a 
calculation for terms greater 
than 60 months with MOB 
features. The current 
calculation MNAMER 
handles everything up to 60 
months fine. 

Created new  MNNETAIG purchase 
calculation method for Universal 
Underwriters in Minnesota. 

93557 FI Correction 8762 causes 
problems with commission 
amounts for sale of vehicle. 

Remove fix 8762 and re-open 8762. 
Added a note to 8762 that the issues 
described in 93557 must be dealt with 
when 8762 is fixed. 

96126 FI Rollback not working when 
entering a manual CL/AH 
code (MSA, MA...) on 
purchase deals.  

 

96807 SG RCC, UNP, and DSD may 
be missing data that used to 
be in SERVICE-NAMES. 

Moved the reference from SERVICE-
NAME to use the new location in the 
NAME-FILE. 

96909 FI When purchase fee names 
contain only spaces, default 
names should display in 
Front/Back gross setups. 

Use TRIM before checking for non-null 
default fee names. 
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QMS 

Defect # 

Function Problem Solution 

97110 FI In UUP, if  you add an FIMR 
user and you deny them 
access to the SSN/SIN and 
Birth Date when you are in 
FI on the CUSTOMER 
SCREEN you are able to 
see the DOB and SS# when 
the information in these 
fields should not be 
viewable. 

In order to comply with the privacy 
requirement, display of SSN/SIN is being 
removed from the F&I and Sales 
Management screens. 

98046 VM Limit mileage to seven 
characters to comply with 
AUN and EIPs. 

Changes the length of mileage for F&I an 
VM from 8 digits to 7 digits. 

98124 FI Back Gross amount doesn't 
calculate correctly on lease 
deals if insurance amount 
included. 

Changed code in 
FI.LSUB.GROSS.PROFIT. 
CALC. 

98491 FI GB (Gross Book) report is 
inaccurate after converting a 
purchase deal to a lease 
deal, or a lease deal to a 
purchase deal. 

The program didn't load the buy rate and 
buy rate type in all cases. Modified the 
programs to prompt for buy rate and buy 
rate type for deals that are being 
converted and for which gross profit has 
already been calculated. The buy rate 
type and buy rate prompts will only 
appear for deals where Gross Profit has 
already been calculated. Otherwise, the 
user will not see the additional prompts. 
Also, if the FN-FILE (finance institution) 
record contains default buy rate type and 
buy rate, the routine will use the defaults 
and will not prompt the user for this 
information. 

98821 FI GMAC calc method with 
“exclude from monthly tax” 
flags set to Y, Ad Velorem 
Tax not being added 
correctly to the total monthly 
payment. 

Moved recalculation of sales tax to 
precede calculation of flex taxes. 

99453 FI Need to encrypt SS# and 
driver's license # to prohibit 
reading from TCL. 

The correction was to encrypt the 
SSN/SIN and driver's license number in 
the NAME-FILE and also in FI-WIP, SLS-
WIP, FI-NAME-WIP, and SLS-NAME-
WIP. 

99629 FI FI-FORMS decision 
statements with literals 
within quotation marks 
evaluate to false, causing 
the data item to not print.  

Add code to strip quotes from literals 
before comparison. 
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QMS 

Defect # 

Function Problem Solution 

100654 FI P and B status deals are 
occasionally being deleted 
by the F&I End-of-Day, 
along with N status deals, as 
a result of the fix for defect 
11226012. 

Code changes so that before deleting an 
N status deal, check to make sure the 
created date in FI-WIP <3,1> is not 
today's date (which means someone may 
be creating the deal as it is being selected 
to be deleted.  

100697 FI Sales tax amount not 
displaying on screen or 
forms for GMACSEMI after 
fix for QMS 46871. 

Modified FI.RUN.PPL.API to restore field 
after returning from Calc Engine. 

100702 FI COB.VAR calculation locks 
port when insurance 
maximums are exceeded on 
a deal. 

80% of cobvar.c with robust algorithm. 

100785 FI When a dealer is set up fro 
We Owes, the ability to tax is 
in all tax setups, except for 
flex taxes for flex taxes for 
purchases and leases. This 
functionality was on the 7.0 
stack, but appears to be 
missing from the 7.5 stack. 

The defect seems to have started when 
FIDEVLIB +FI.SU.DRIVE.SCRN was 
modified for FI975 to add a way to unhide 
prompts before the screen was called. 
The modification seemed to work fine for 
most of the screens, except for the Flex 
Tax setups. It turns out that in 
SP.SCREEN.DRIVER there is logic that 
checks to make sure that there are 
Internal Translations in FI.SCREENS 
multi-value 15. If there are no translations, 
then the prompts remain hidden. 
The solution was to bypass this logic if the 
prompt in question is a hidden prompt and 
is in the list of hidden prompts to unhide. 

100975 FI Entries made in the “Cross-
reference Names” pop-up 
window (function CUST, 
Service screen, F2 at the 
“Cross-reference Names” 
field) result in NAME-LAST 
items being built correctly for 
all entries IF the entries are 
made during the INITIAL 
entry of customer 
information. However, once 
the customer data is saved 
and CUST is exited, 
subsequent additions and 
changes to the Cross-
reference Names do not all 
build proper NAME-LAST 
items. 

Modified the programs to use the correct 
index counter when building the indexes. 
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QMS 

Defect # 

Function Problem Solution 

101390 FI Dict item 40 for VMS-INV-
CAR has bad 
conversion/correlative. 

Remove C from attribute 7. 

102246 FI Printing forms for deals with 
irregular payments, using 
insurance tables in decisions 
gives VARIABLE HAS NOT 
BEEN ASSIGNED A 
VALUE. 

Fix applies to patched versions earlier 
than FI975B; code section was rewritten 
only for FI975B, and does not contain this 
problem. 

102257 FI The MOVE-MILES DMP 
does not convert multiple 
occurrences of the fields to 
be changed in the same 
attribute of the forms record. 

Loop would stop when it found a null 
multi-value, but the sixth multi-value of a 
decision statement is often null, 
particularly when AND and OR conditions 
are used, so the loop would end 
prematurely. Took the null check out of 
the loop control line. 

102269 FI Lease Gross Profit Details 
for GENERIC1 and 
GENERIC2. Add to Cap 7 
not calculating commission 
correctly as set up in income 
percentages setup. 

List of LGP-INCOME attributes that was 
added for PCR45355 was missing a 
reference to attribute 62. 

102689 FI In ENG and RPG, SLS-
DEALS dict item LAST-PAY-
DATE returning dates 
outside the input date range. 

Change reference of LAST-PAY-DATE to 
LAST-PAY-DATE-RPT. 

103296 FI In WAQ on the customer 
screen, you can enter a 
number at “cust nbr” and a 
NAME-FILE record is being 
created without accessing 
the ANM functionality. 

Fixed as part of defect 99453 plus 
additional code specifically for the 
Customer/Cobuyer screens in WAQ. 

103356 FI Abort occurs when 
accessing a new Purchase 
deal. 

The open of the FI.DAO was inside a 
conditional that checked to see whether 
Sales Management was installed. The 
conditional was far enough up in the code 
that I didn't notice it when adding the code 
which accessed the FI.DAO file. Taking 
the open outside of the conditional solves 
the problem. 

103577 FI When Insurance 3 is a flat 
amount, and there is a 
balloon on the deal, 
Insurance 3 is disappearing 
when deal is calculated. 

When a balloon amount was entered, the 
code did not check to see if it was a flat 
insurance amount or if there was a rate - 
it just zeroed out the insurance, then 
recalculated it. Changed code so that it 
only zeroes out the insurance if the rate 
was not zero. 
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QMS 

Defect # 

Function Problem Solution 

103659 VM New VMS function VEH 
carried on EY520J is no 
longer accessible if AE7.0 or 
AE7.5 has been loaded. 

Ran code contained in post-load routine 
of vi500e to update VMSMENUS 
MMENU. 

103943 FI  Attribute 3 is incorrect for 
DICT FI-WIP 325.1 & 325.2. 
The field descriptions are 
switched 

Modified the dictionary and LF report to 
reflect the correct titles. 

104116 FI GMAC.CA calc method 
using 4.2% APR gets 
“Gateway data transfer failed 
80” error. 

The state of California has a Discount of 
4.2% that is hard coded in our calc 
methods where it applies, and if the APR 
is also 4.2% the calculation comes up 
with a divide by zero which throws a 
“gateway” error. To fix itI added 
.00000001 to the APR if it is 4.2%. 

105336 SG RCR report by salesperson 
is not recognizing all 
salespeople in SP-INDEX 
and receives error "IS NOT 
VALID ENTRY, PLEASE 
RE-ENTER". 

Code was 17+ years old. It was written 
before the BASIC "CHANGE" function 
existed, so it used a loop to convert 
attribute marks to spaces. In creating the 
loop, the original programmer made the 
assumption that the list of sales person 
IDs would never be greater than 999 
characters. Consequently, the exact 
number of salespeople that could be 
validated was artificially limited, based on 
the average length of the control numbers 
being used. We have outgrown this 
assumption, and need to remove the limit 
as far as is technically possible in Reality. 

105386 FI Spouse middle initial is not 
populating from ANM to F&I 
Customer screen. 

Added the ability to capture the Middle 
Initial when updateing the Spouse name 
field in FI-WIP. 

106135 FI Credit apps need to read 
encrypted Social Security 
number from F&I 

Added calls to encryption routine. 

106137 FI Credit apps need to read 
encrypted Social Security 
number from F&I 

Added calls to encryption routine. 

106138 FI Credit apps need to read 
encrypted Social Security 
number from F&I 

Added calls to encryption routine. 
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QMS 

Defect # 

Function Problem Solution 

106152 FI Truncated insurance term 
calculation needed for all 
Protective Life/ADP dealers. 
Modify existing method 
GRVGROSS to handle 
truncated terms, correct odd 
days factor, and recognize 
flat insurance rate as 
FEDERAL does. 

Modified existing calc method 
GRVGROSS to handle truncated terms, 
correctly calculated odd days interest,  
and recognize a flat insurance rate setup. 

106473 FI When you enter an invalid 
customer number on the 
customer screen you get a 
bogus response. 

The program was not using the correct 
User Interface for the IOM.NAMEFILE 
utility. 

106764 FI, SG Need to modify Sales 
Management DCD and F&I 
Customer screens to display 
Opt Out (Do Not Call) field. 

Added new field to the right of the Main 
Phone field on DCD screen. Added new 
field to the right of the HP#  field on the 
Customer screen. 

106776 FI Receiving error “NON-
NUMERIC DATA WHEN 
NUMERIC REQUIRED” 
when calculating a 0% 
purchase for COB.VAR. 

Rewrite the COBVAR calculation method, 
including new interest factors calculation. 

107390 FI ALRYAN and MNRYAN will 
not calc correct finance 
charge when using manual 
override of odd days. 

Changed the Odd Days Factor so that it 
looks at actual number of Odd Days and 
still uses ALRYAN and MNRYAN 
insurance premium calculations. 

107524 FI Remove obsolete PA-
DETAIL file references. 

The PA-DETAIL file is not a valid file for 
the Advanced Elite (GL) application set. 
Removed the code that referenced the 
PA-DETAIL file from the programs. 

107993 FI Monthly Flex Taxes for 
GMAC leases are 
calculating, but not adding 
into Total Monthly Payment 
under certain conditions. 

Moved recalculations of sales tax to 
precede calculation of flex taxes. 

108129 SS NND (Nightly Name 
Deletion) is not cleaning up 
the Cross Reference Index. 

Delete routine in IOM.NAMEFILE skipped 
over code which deleted index items. 

108673 FI Create account F&I appears 
to be creating the default 
leases incorrectly.  

Found three attributes that had wrong 
data in the first multi-value, because the 
first multi-value was missing; attributes: 
38, 41, 47. This only applied to a limited 
number of the “default” items in FI-
LEASE. Inserted the missing Value mark 
in these three attributes. 
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Defect # 
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108781 FI Error “VARIABLE HAS NOT 
BEEN ASSIGNED A 
VALUE” when selecting the 
number of copies to print in 
Laser Forms. 

Updated code to fix problem. 

109302 FI DMPs setup menus, and 
APIs for new F&I Laser 
setups/functionality. 

Modified program per F&I Digital 
Contracting spec. 

109481 FI When changing line 3 
(Registration Fee) of CA 
DMV fee, the program is 
overriding “Calculated DMV 
Fee” (line 2). 

Changed program to check for a decimal 
point, and if it found one to do an ICONV 
to remove it and scale the number 
properly , and then drop through the 
normal routine of placing the decimal 
where it belongs. 

109796 FI MTNET64 calcing incorrect 
premiums using 64 month 
term 

Corrected condition within calc method to 
break at 63 months (Gross Pay <=63 
months; Net Pay @ 64 months term and 
above). 

109811 SG The new functinality of 
setting up default we owes 
does not work in WAQ. 
Works with F&I Purchase or 
Lease, but not with WAQ. 

Completed setup in F&I to allow choice of 
whether to Purchase or Lease deal 
comes up automatically in WAQ. 
Also, tied default we owe functionality to 
setup mentioned above – default 
purchase or lease we owes based on 
default deal type at startup of new quote. 

109994 FI In WAQ, hint for “Cust 
Name” prompt needs text 
changed from JOHN SMITH 
to SMITH JOHN. 

Modified the help message to display 
SMITH, J as per the new (7.0) name 
search standards. 

110131 FI New calc method needed for 
American General (AIG) in 
Minnesota. AIG bought 
North Central Life and 
implemented a calculation 
change for Minnesota 
effective 1/1/04. AIG insures 
1 additional payment for 
terms less than or equal to 
60, and 2 additional 
payments for terms greater 
than 60. 

Created new  MNNETAIG purchase 
calculation method for AIG in Minnesota. 

110814 FI Tag MAIN phone# in ANM 
behaves differently for Buyer 
and Co-buyer in CUST 
screen. 

Tbe phone number displayed at the HP# 
number fields was being pulled form an 
incorrect attribute in NAME-FILE. 
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111095 FI Setting We Owe defaults 
changes FI.DAO multivalue 
sequences, thus corrupting 
data on forms. 

Assign position of default We Owes 
based on position of we owe in PRIVLIB 
DAO*SETUP item. 

111141 FI Credit Apps need to read 
encrypted Social Security 
number from F&I. 

Added calls to encryption routine. 

111141 CA Credit Apps need to read 
encrypted Social Security 
number from F&I. 

Added calls to encryption routine. 

112168 CA NAME-FILE is not being 
updated by credit 
applications not using EIPs – 
they are writing to FI-WIP 
and bypassing NAME-FILE. 
Caused by 7.0 rewrites. 

Updated the routines to update the name 
information as requited by the AE7.0 
requirements. 

112260 FI GST screen for Canadian 
clients has residual numbers 
in F/O 7-10 field titles. Only 
for Tax1 – GST.  

Corrected Canadian Goods and Services 
Tax setup screen, minor problem with 
hard-coded label for Fee/Options 7, 8, 9, 
and 10. There was an extra character on 
those four labels. 

112474 FI F=Forward does not display 
on the Lease Setup screen – 
Fee/Option defaults for 
GMAC financial institutions. 
You can still press F and it 
will take you to the second 
screen. 

Added “F=Forward” to GMAC screen. 

112649 FI Currently, two users can 
modify the same form chain 
at the same time. 

Added record locking to 
FI.SU.FORM.CHAINS to prevent a user 
from accessing the modifying the Form 
Chains if another user in the Form Chain 
setups. 

112797 FI The confirmation message 
that the Laser Forms are 
printing flashes too fast to 
read. 

Add check for machine type; only set to 
display flag for Motorola systems. 

113174 FI Using COB.VAR calc 
method, Levelized Life is not 
calculating unless C/L code 
and C/L term are entered on 
the deal. This is a comeback 
of 100702 and 106776. 

Requirement is that level termlife can be 
added without decreasing term life. 
Cobvar code is changed accordingly. 

113577 FI The program is aborting 
when attempting to open the 
SERVICE/PRIVLIB file and 
the account is not interfaced 
to Service. 

The routine will now check to see if the 
account is interfaced with Service before 
attempting to open the service files. 
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113816 FI Recalcing Dealer Cost (line 
4) using “*” on the Gross 
screen receiving [B10] 
VARIABLE HAS NOT BEEN 
ASIGNED A VALUE; ZERO 
USED! 

There was a typo on a variable name 
(CAR.INV.BALANCE.AM instead of 
CAR.INV.BALANCE.AMT). 

113817 FK Receiving error message 
“Report item (item number): 
Report not found.” When 
running Recall Inquiry (RI). 

Decrypted SSN’s before building CA 
request dialog string in 
CB.BUILD.REQUEST.DIALOG. 

114634 VM With AE8.0, Mileage is a 
required entry when 
updating Service, clients 
want the ablility to enter 
miles on the Vehicle screen 
or the Accounting screen in 
AU. 

Added the prompt for mileage to the 
Vehicle screen. 

115257 FI COB.VAR deals using 
Fee/Option 10 payment 
doesn’t calculate correctly. 

Removed code to copy fee 10 to FI Doc 
Stamp in Cobvar.c. This is done in 
mtd_all.c. 

116798 FI If WAQ is defaulted to Lease 
and you recall a quote, it 
comes up as a Purchase 
deal. This only happens 
when there isn’t any Lease 
information entered. 

When a WAQ lease is first created, 
initialize the quote type in attribute 320 of 
FI-WIP. Note that all other lease defaults 
are already presentm and that the lease is 
ready to be calculated. 
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